
STAGE MAKEUP for “Alice” 

 

COME IN FULL MAKEUP WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY! (and for each performance, of course) 
 

All Actors are in charge of doing their own makeup. Below is a list of what you need and a pic for reference. 
PLEASE DO NOT SHARE MAKEUP! We do not need to transfer germs and get the cast sick or pass along pink 

eye.*Please come with makeup done- no one will be able to help you do your makeup each night.  QUEEN: 

you can wear red lipstick, a more dramatic eye, and false lashes if you want. FLOWERS: you can play with eye shadow 

color, but not lips.  
 

ITEMS NEEDED: 

GIRLS BOYS 

 Liquid/Cream Full-Coverage Base (any brand, 
go one shade darker than natural skin color) 

 Powder Base (same shade as liquid) for setting, 
Full Coverage- NO SHIMMER 

 Pink Blush (fresh and bright- no dark purples or 
mauves) 

 Black Eyeliner- top and bottom lids 

 Black Mascara- top and bottom lashes 

 Eyeshadow- go with neutrals: browns/ muted 
purples  

 Lipstick (Pinks/Bright Berry shades- NO RED or 
crazy colors) 

 Eyebrow Darkening- especially for those blondies  

 Liquid/Cream Full-Coverage Base (any brand, 
go one shade darker than natural skin color) 

 Powder Base (same shade as liquid) for setting, 
Full-Coverage- NO SHIMMER 

 Black Eyeliner (top lid only) 

 Black Mascara (top lashes only) 

 Eyebrow Darkening -especially for those blondies 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Abby before makeup:  Abby after makeup: 

   
   

TIPS:  
1. Blend your base into your hairline and across jawline so there’s not some 

weird line across your face.   
2. I like this base as it’s a little heavier and easier to blend into hairlines and 

below jaw.  
3. I like these lipsticks- they set like a lippaint and do not transfer to costumes- 

perfect for the stage and costume changes!! 
4. If you are worried about mascara smudging, use a waterproof brand. 
5. You can also add a little highlighting shadow (white or bright cream) to inner 

corners of eyes and brow bone for added emphasis.   

 


